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Your Ultimate Guide to Mastering Colorwork with CrochetCreating gorgeous colorwork projects
is so much easier than it looks! In this unparalleled guide, colorwork expert Claire Goodale walks
you through three distinctive styles—Tapestry, Intarsia and Fair Isle—introducing each technique
through bright,contemporary patterns. With clear step-by-step photos, smart tips and
straightforward directions, Claire shatters the myth that impressive colorwork pieces are
complicated—or possible only in knitting. You won’t believe how simple it is to pick up the
essential skills to create unique designs.Try out Tapestry Crochet with the Trailing Vines
Cardigan, working beautiful fresh green leaves into your new favorite sweater. Use the Intarsia
method to layer on the color with the Ombré Prism Wrap or add an outdoorsy motif with the
Mountaintop Cowl. Fair Isle isn’t just for knitters! Work some Nordic style into your winter
wardrobe with the beautiful Falling Snowflakes Hat and matching sweater. This is the only book
you need to incorporate detailed patterns and fun shapes into beautiful, cozy accessories,
sweaters and more. Your crochet practice is about to get a lot more fun!
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Stephen,who has never lost faith that my dreams can come trueIntroductionHello, maker!
Welcome to the wonderful world of crochet colorwork! I am so excited to open the door for you
into an amazing aspect of crochet that has endless possibilities for what you can create. From
beautiful garments that feature intricate colorwork to hats, blankets, shawls and more, you’ll be
able to create projects that combine beauty and functionality. Colorwork isn’t just for knitters; it’s
for crocheters, too!My crochet journey started on a couch at my grandparents’ house on a cold
winter night when I was seven years old. My grandma was determined for the grandkids to learn
how to crochet, so she sat us all down and taught us how to do the chain stitch. As soon as I
started working with the yarn, I was hooked! That launched me into begging my mom to buy me
some crochet books so that I could learn how to do it better. I quickly fell in love with all different
types of crochet, and I pursued my dream of being a crochet designer in 2018 when I started my
business, E’Claire Makery.As I began designing different patterns for my business, I felt like
something was missing in my designs. I tried to be like other designers I saw, but I couldn’t
pinpoint the tiny little puzzle piece that I was missing. While I was searching, I kept looking at all
of the beautiful knitted colorwork sweaters, wishing that I could somehow do them. Then, I
discovered tapestry crochet. That changed everything. I couldn’t believe that I could create
pictures with yarn! I dove headfirst into the wondrous world of colorwork and learned how to do
intarsia crochet and fair isle crochet, too.While falling in love with crochet colorwork, being the
overachiever that I am, I set out to design my own patterns. I wanted to bring gorgeous knitted
colorwork designs to crochet, especially when it came to garments. Colorwork garments are
often not made for all sizes, so I make it a priority in my designs to create colorwork garments
that span a wide variety of them. All of the designs in this book are size inclusive and will look
beautiful on you.I fell in love with crochet colorwork, and now it is my main goal in life to help
others discover it, too! Colorwork isn’t a scary, unreachable thing. You can do it! In this book, I
will teach you all the things you’ll need to know to get started with colorwork. Think of me as your
colorwork tour guide, who will be with you each step of the way through your journey. There are
lots of tutorials and beginner patterns so that you can create the beautiful colorwork projects
you’ve been dreaming of.I hope you fall in love with colorwork!An Intro to Colorwork
CrochetWhat Is Crochet Colorwork?Now that you are ready to set forth into the world of crochet
colorwork, you might be wondering, what exactly is it? Crochet colorwork is the technique by
which we can create pixelated designs, pictures and patterns using different colors of yarn. With



it you can capture all of the beautiful colorwork designs that you see in knitting. It centers around
three main techniques: tapestry crochet, intarsia crochet and fair isle crochet. It can also be used
in Tunisian crochet and corner to corner crochet, but in this book we’ll be focusing on the three
main techniques.If you haven’t done any of these techniques, then they might seem intimidating
because they sound completely different than normal crochet. Guess what? All three techniques
use the crochet stitches you are used to using! They each have special ways that they use basic
crochet techniques, with the main difference lying in how they carry yarn. Let’s dive into what
each technique means!Tapestry Crochet: Tapestry crochet is the colorwork method that creates
a fabric with a woven appearance. Often this term is used to encompass the entirety of crochet
colorwork; however, it is a separate technique from the others with its own distinct
characteristics. The main difference is that it involves carrying the unused colors of yarn as you
crochet each stitch. (It is usually done with two colors in the whole project or row, so you only
carry one color as you work with the other.) Since you carry the yarn, the colors sometimes peek
through the stitches, which gives it the woven look. It also creates a reversible project since the
yarn is carried throughout.Intarsia Crochet: This technique is the colorwork method that really
opens up the world of designs and colors that you can use in crochet. You can use any number
of colors you want, and you don’t carry the unused colors. Instead, you create bobbins (little
balls of yarn to use) that you attach at the different points as you need them. If you are
crocheting a detailed colorwork pattern, this is the best method to use so that your fabric doesn’t
get too thick from so many colors. It truly allows you to create artwork with yarn!Fair Isle Crochet:
This colorwork technique is the one that looks the most like stranded knitting. Often the definition
is based on using the waistcoat stitch that looks like a stockinette stitch in knitting. However, if
you compare it side by side with the fair isle knitting technique, the fair isle technique is centered
around the way that the yarn is carried as well as the design style. Similar to tapestry crochet,
you only use two colors per row, but what sets it apart is that instead of carrying the yarn through
each stitch, you use something called floats. Floats are small strands of yarn that stretch across
the back of your work, which we’ll discuss in depth in the fair isle chapter of this book (here). The
designs of fair isle crochet also mimic the designs of fair isle knitting that are derived from the
Fair Isle. This detailed and densely patterned design style can also be used in crochet!How to
Put Colors TogetherOne of the biggest questions I get when I create a design is, “How do I put
colors together?” Sometimes, the fear of not being able to put colors together will stop someone
from jumping into crochet colorwork. Want to know a secret? Anyone can put colors together!
My favorite part about colorwork is putting together color palettes, and with a few simple steps,
you can, too!Step 1: What colors go together? When it comes to putting colors together, it really
helps to create a firm foundation that you can build your color palettes around. Most colors are
grouped into three separate categories: warm, cool and neutral. Warm colors include reds,
oranges and yellows. Cool colors include blues, greens and purples. Then neutral colors include
black, brown, white and gray.Often the best types of color palettes are those within the same
family, but one of my favorite parts of putting colors together is mixing and matching color



families to blend together. You can easily pair warm and cool colors with ones in the neutral color
category, which leads to some amazing color possibilities! You can see this reflected in a lot of
the patterns in this book. Orange looks great with a neutral like tan or white, and green pairs well
with a silvery gray. You can even pair yellow and purple together if you have the right shades!If
you need some help with knowing what colors go together, take a look at the color wheel
included in this section, and have fun mixing and matching different tones. The best part about
choosing colors is that it is totally up to you how you want to customize your project!Step 2:
Choosing your color palette. Whenever I pick out the colors that I will be using for my designs, I
always start with a color to center the rest of my choices around. This is usually the main color of
the design. Then, when I am adding more colors, I’ll experiment with seeing what other colors go
well with the main one. When I’m picking these all out, I usually have a theme or feel that I am
trying to reflect in the yarn. For example, the Trailhead Ruana was built around the feel of a hike
in the woods. I started with taupe as the main color to capture the stone and earth of the
mountains. Then I picked out accent colors that would capture the woodsy feel that I was going
for: colors like orange, green and mustard. They all have a similar rustic hue, which helps them
all blend together.When it comes to pairing colors together with yarn, one of the best tips I have
is to pick out colors within the same yarn line! Yarn companies design their yarn lines to be
paired together, giving them complementary tones. If you aren’t ready to get adventurous with
color yet, picking one yarn line to use is a great place to start.Basic Colorwork
TechniquesChanging ColorsThe first technique that you’ll need to know how to do properly is
changing colors as you crochet. With this simple technique, you’ll be able to have seamless
color changes that really pop! To change colors, perform the following steps:Changing Colors on
the Right SideStep 1: When you are ready to change colors, take the yarn you will be using
next.Step 2: On the last yarn over where you complete the stitch, yarn over with your new color
of yarn instead of the color you’ve been using.Step 3: Pull the yarn through the rest of the loops
of the stitch, and you’ll now be able to use the new color. You can use this technique to change
colors every time you need to switch on the right side.Changing Colors on the Wrong SideStep
1: When you are about to change to a new color, take the yarn you will be using next.Step 2: On
the last yarn over where you complete the stitch, yarn under instead of the yarn over you
normally do. Yarning under on the wrong side of your work helps the color transitions to be
smoother and the yarn won’t pop out as much.Step 3: Pull the yarn through the rest of the loops
of the stitch, and you’ll now be able to use the new color. You can use this technique to change
colors every time you need to switch on the wrong side.Adjusting TensionHaving proper tension
is crucial to crochet colorwork! If your tension is too tight, your projects will bunch up, and if your
tension is too loose then you will have big holes where you’ve switched colors. When you have
just the right tension, your projects won’t have any holes and zero bunching! Here are some of
my tips for achieving proper tension with crochet colorwork:Step 1: To prevent holes in your work
when you switch colors, you’ll want to do this simple trick.When you are changing colors, instead
of moving on to the next stitch right away, make sure that you pull on the yarn that you switched



from. Pull the yarn until the stitch tightens up and isn’t loose, but not to the point where the stitch
is too tight and the loops start to disappear.Step 2: If you are carrying your yarn when using the
tapestry (here) or fair isle crochet techniques, this simple tip will prevent bunching. Hold the yarn
you are carrying in the back of the work, but don’t pull it tight. Holding it looser will ensure that
when you switch back to the color you’re carrying, the back of your work won’t be so tight that
the fabric can’t bend. You can also stretch the work you’ve already done to double check if the
yarn is too tight.Weaving in EndsA common reason I often hear why people don’t do colorwork is
that they are afraid of all of the ends to weave in. Well, what if I told you that there are a few
secrets to have fewer ends? It’s true! I do the following crochet tips and have virtually no ends to
weave in when I’m done with my project.Step 1: Use an end to do a stitch. This is one of my
most-used tricks. Whenever I join a new color to a project, I will leave an end that is long enough
to do one stitch. As I do the next stitch, I double up the yarn, using the new yarn strand as well as
the end of the old one. That helps secure the end within your project, and then you just have to
trim what is left over to have it woven in. It works so well!Step 2: Carry the end. Another
frequently used technique is to carry the end from the yarn you joined across the back of your
stitches. As I do the next few stitches after joining the new color, I will carry the end across the
back of those stitches to weave it in. This helps secure the yarn to the back of your work, and
you are able to weave in as you go.How to Read a ChartCharts are one of the parts of crochet
colorwork that change the whole game! You can use a simple graph to create crochet magic. If
you’ve never used a chart before, I’m here to help! There are a few different things that you’ll
need to know in order to use them for your crochet projects. Each design in this book includes a
chart for the colorwork to help make it a lot easier. Here are all of the things you need to know to
use charts:Types of chartsIn this book, there are a few different types of charts that I use for the
patterns. There are ones that are squares, which are used for designs made with panels or ones
that don’t include increases. There are also ones that include increases and are shaped more
like triangles.Reading the chartWhen reading the chart, each square on the chart counts as one
stitch. Colorwork charts are different than traditional charts that use symbols on a graph to
indicate what you need to do. Instead, colorwork charts use filled-in squares to let you know
what color you need for each stitch, with the type of stitch used for the whole pattern staying the
same. The rows are read starting from either left or right across to the other side, and alternate
between reading it back and forth. The most common directions are: alternating right to left,
alternating left to right or from the right to left for each row. Depending on the pattern, the chart
will also be read starting from top down or from the bottom up. Use the sequence of numbers
along the edges of the chart to help guide you.No increases vs. increasesWhen a chart does not
include increases within the colorwork, it will be a square that shows the complete portion of the
colorwork that you do. If a chart does include increases, then it will start with a small number and
slowly increase outward to the left. There will be gray space on the left side that indicates where
no stitches are, and will have the stitches you work colored in. When there is an increase on a
row on the chart, there will be one more colored stitch added in on the right. The last two stitches



on the left are the stitches used in the increase. Sometimes the stitches will be two different
colors, which means that you’ll do a stitch of each color in that stitch.Here are some notes that
you will need for reading the charts in this book:• Each square on the chart counts as one stitch.
Whether you’re using single crochet, half double crochet or another stitch, when doing
colorwork, a square on a chart counts as a single stitch.• When a square is a different color than
the previous one, that indicates that you will be changing colors on the last yarn over to the color
you’ll use for the next square.• Within each pattern, it will indicate the correct direction in which
to read the chart. For most of the patterns in this book, the charts are read starting at the bottom
and going up to the top. They also are read from right to left, and alternating between that and
left to right on the next row. If a chart for a certain pattern differs from this, then the pattern will
indicate that.General Notes for All PatternsPattern Notes• All patterns use US crochet
terminology.• Each chain stitch at the beginning of a row/round does not count in the final stitch
count for the row/round throughout each pattern.• I recommend reading through each pattern
completely to make sure that you understand each step of what you’ll be doing before you
begin.• Color changes happen in the middle of the rows or rounds of each pattern. The color
changes are indicated in the written pattern by a new color in parentheses (for example: (MC) sc
1, (CC) sc 2).Pattern Difficulty LevelsBeginner: Expands basic crochet techniques by using
simple stitch patterns and colorwork. Includes little to no shaping.Intermediate: Projects with a
little more of a challenge, such as using more colors for colorwork, or using shaping for
patterns.Advanced: Complex projects using a variety of techniques and more detailed colorwork
designs.Seaming Crochet Pieces TogetherSometimes the idea of seaming crochet pieces
together can seem very intimidating; however, I believe that it all comes down to just finding the
right method that works for you. There are a few different methods here that you can use for
seaming crochet pieces together, as well as my favorite way to seam items in the round.Whip
StitchStep 1: Thread the needle and turn the crochet pieces wrong-side up. Insert the needle
through the corner on the right side and pull the yarn through.Step 2: Insert the needle through
the bottom corner on the left side, and pull through.Step 3: Move the needle back to the right
side and insert it horizontally through a stitch on the right side through to one on the left.Step 4:
Keep doing step 3 all the way up the rest of the edges to create stitch bars that go from one side
to the other.Step 5: As you go, you can pull the yarn every five or so stitches to tighten up the
seam and secure the two pieces together. Finally fasten off and weave in the ends.Mattress
StitchStep 1: Thread the needle and turn the crochet pieces right-sides out. Insert the needle up
through the bottom right corner and back up vertically through the next stitch on the right
side.Step 2: Move the needle over to the left side, and go up through the left corner and back up
vertically through the next stitch on the left side.Step 3: Go back over to the right side and repeat
step 1.Step 4: Then move back over to the left side, and repeat step 2.Step 5: As you keep
repeating steps 1 and 2 all the way up the pieces, you’ll be creating little Vs.Step 6: Every five or
so stitches, pull the yarn to tighten the stitches and secure the two pieces together. Finally fasten
off and weave in the ends.Single Crochet SeamStep 1: Take your crochet hook and the yarn



you’ll be using for seaming the two pieces together. With right sides together, insert the hook
through the bottom two corners of both pieces.Step 2: Slip stitch yarn through the corners to pull
up a loop.Step 3: Once you’ve done that, chain 1.Step 4: Single crochet 1 through the corners
that you slip stitched through.Step 5: Single crochet 1 through both pieces in the next stitch
along the edge.Step 6: Keep repeating step 5 until you have finished single crocheting along
both edges. Finally fasten off and weave in the ends.
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Jessica A, “Easy to read and folkow. Love how she explains colors and how to match them.
Great pictures illustrated a must to your collection.”

Alexandra Tavel / Two of Wands, “Tips from a pro!. So happy to have found this book! Resources
for crochet colorwork are hard to find, and Claire not only covers the three main forms along with
projects for each, she gives her pro tips for changing colors, seaming, and controlling tension for
a polished and clean finished piece. Even as a crochet designer myself, there were tips in this
book that I never knew! I will definitely be referencing it the next time I tackle a crochet colorwork
project. In addition to charts for each project in the book, fully written instructions are also
provided which makes it perfect for beginners too.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Gorgeous & East-to-Follow Crochet Patterns. Claire designs beautiful
colorwork pieces and explains how to crochet each one. Don’t be afraid to try colorwork,
especially after learning from Claire.”

The book by Claire Goodale has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 47 people have provided feedback.
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